Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

## New collections

- **Provider: American Academy of Pediatrics (aap)**
  
  AAP ebooks: 2019 Collection

- **Provider: Hein Online (heinonline)**
  
  HeinOnline GAO Reports and Comptroller General Decisions

- **Provider: JISC Collections (jisc)**
  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Humanities and Social Sciences Collection 2019  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Humanities Collection: 2019  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Law Collection  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Life Sciences Collection 2019  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Mathematics & Physical Sciences Collection 2019  
  JISC Oxford University Press Medicine Collection 2019  
  JISC Oxford University Press: Social Sciences Collection 2019  
  JISC SAGE: IMechE Journals: 2019  
  JISC SAGE: The Royal Society of Medicine: 2019

- **Provider: LexisNexis (LexisNexis)**
  
  NexisUni Canadian Cases

- **Provider: Ovid (Ovid)**
  
  JBI Academic Package 2017  
  Lippincotts Clinical Choice Collection 2018  
  LWW All Open Access Journal Collection Rolling  
  LWW Doody’s Core Bridge Collection 2018  
  LWW Doody’s Core Collection 2018
LWW Doody’s Essential Collection 2018
LWW JBI Book Collection 2017 – 2018
LWW Proprietary Collection Emerging Market – w Perpetual Access (Custom)
LWW Total Access Book Collection All Books 2018 Purchase
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 minus Neurology Year 2R
LWW Total Access Collection 2018 version w Neurology Year 2R
Nursing Administration Quarterly
Nursing Excellence & Quality Core Journal Collection
Ovid Biomedical Collection III 2017
Ovid MD Collection DS
Ovid Nursing Collection 2017 - 2018
Ovid Nursing Full Text Plus 2017 Comprehensive Archive to 2012
Ovid Nursing Full Text Plus with Ovid Emcare 2018
Ovid Premier Collection 207 - 2018
Society Journal Collection Small 2017
Society Published Journals Collection 2017 - 2018

• Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)

Oxford University Press LOUIS Oxford Scholarship Online EBA Complete

• Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer Nature DEAL Konsortium 2019
Springer Nature Tubitak EKUAL Consortium Adis 2019
Springer Nature Tubitak EKUAL Consortium All 2019
Springer Nature Tubitak EKUAL Consortium Nature 2019
Springer Nature Tubitak EKUAL Consortium Springer 2019

New cooperatively contributed collections

• *** Blue Mountain Project (global.5644.428) – contributed by University of the West Library
• *** Congressional Research Service Reports (global.59274.127) – contributed by Private Academic Library Network of Indiana
• *** Documenting the American South (global.5050.53) - contributed by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Libraries
• National Social Sciences Database 国家哲学社会科学学术期刊数据库 (global.5644.603) – contributed by University of the West Library
• *** NYU Press Open Square (global.1976.63) – contributed by New York University
• *** Proceedings of the British Academy (global.5644.325) – contributed by University of the West Library
• *** Saint Petersburg Institute of Oriental Manuscripts (global.5644.604) – contributed by University of the West Library
• *** St Andrews Studies in French History and Culture (global.1284.207) – contributed by University of Maryland
Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

• Provider: Ovid (Ovid)

Select this collection instead: Society Journal Collection Small 2017 (Ovid.socjrn2017)

Discontinued Collection: Society Journal Collection Small 2014 Revised (Ovid.societysmall2014r)
Select this collection instead: Society Journal Collection Small 2017 (Ovid.socjrn2017)

Select this collection instead: Society Journal Collection Small 2017 (Ovid.socjrn2017)

Discontinued Collection: Society Journal Collection Small 2016 (Ovid.societysmall2016)
Select this collection instead: Society Journal Collection Small 2017 (Ovid.socjrn2017)

Discontinued Collection: ATLA Serials (Ovid.ATLA)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2009 – Q3 (Ovid.lwwtac2009q3)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Oncology Journal Collection 2014 (Ovid.lwwoncology2014)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Oncology Journal Collection 2015 (Ovid.lwwoncology2015)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2013 – minus Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2013minusneuro)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2013 – Q3 minus Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2013q3minusneuro)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2014 – Q3 with Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2014q3wneurology)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2013 with Neurology (Ovid.lwwtacwn)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access collection 2014 minus Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2014minusneuro)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2014 – Q1 minus Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2014q1minusneuro)

Discontinued Collection: LWW Total Access Collection 2014 – Q1 with Neurology (Ovid.lwwtotalaccess2014q1wneurology)
Statistics

Totals:

6,785 providers
21,751 collections
45,406,440 records